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Abstract: The emphasis in the published literature has mostly been on symmetry as the 

critical source for beauty judgment. In fact, both symmetry and asymmetry serve as highly 

aesthetic sources of beauty, whether the context is perceptual or conceptual. The human 

brain is characterized by symbolic cognition and this type of cognition facilitates a range of 

aesthetic reactions. For example, both art and natural scenery contain asymmetrical 

elements, which nevertheless render the whole effect beautiful. A further good case in point 

is, in fact, human faces. Normally, faces are structurally left-right symmetrical content-wise 

but not size-wise or function-wise. Attractiveness has often been discussed in terms of 

content-wise full-face symmetry. To test whether or not attractiveness can be gleaned only 

from the presence of left-right full-faces we tested half faces. Three separate groups of 

participants viewed and rated the attractiveness of 56 full-faces (women’s and men’s), their 

56 vertical left hemi-faces and 56 vertical right hemi-faces. We found no statistically 

significant differences in the attractiveness ratings of full- and hemi-faces (whether left or 

right). Instead, we found a strong and significant positive correlation between the ratings of 

the hemi- and full-faces. These results are consistent with the view that the underpinning of 

human facial beauty is complex and that bilateral symmetry does not constitute a principle 

factor in beauty assessment. We discuss that the highly evolved human brain, compared to 

other animals, as well as symbolic and abstract cognition in humans enable a wide variety of 

aesthetic reactions. 
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1. Introduction 

Symmetry is both a conceptual and a perceptual notion associated with beauty-related judgments, 

even as it implies different things in a range of scholarly areas. In physics, symmetry is linked to 

beauty in that symmetry describes the invariants of nature, which, if discerned could reveal the 

fundamental, true physical reality (e.g., [1]). Indeed, the pursuit of uncovering symmetry-related 

structures is a dominant research strategy in modern physics [2,3]. In mathematics, the intellectual 

pursuit of the universal formulation of symmetry (Group Theory) has led to major discoveries in 

physics, and to Einstein’s general relativity theory [4]. In chemistry, left-right balance is a critical 

component in the notion of symmetry; it refers to regular arrangements of molecules and the more 

symmetrical, the more aesthetic [5]. In biology, a dominant view is that left-right bilateral symmetry 

describes health and high genetic quality; deviations from symmetry in animals are assumed to spell 

disease, presence of parasites, poor fitness qualities and basis for rejection of a potential mate [6,7]. 

Whether or not animals have beauty-related responses upon seeing this symmetry is not known; beauty 

reactions themselves may be unique to humans. In art, symmetry refers to left-right, top-bottom 

balance (of forms, colors, lines, light, and so on) in the composition as a whole; it is an essential 

component of art’s aesthetic quality [8]. In sum, symmetry is associated with beauty-related reactions 

and viewed as aesthetically pleasing in several scholarly domains.  

However, absence of symmetry does not necessarily mean absence of beauty, and this is true in 

natural scenery, in art, or in human faces. In natural vistas such as sunsets over the Pacific Ocean in 

California, to use but one example, cloud formations consist of asymmetrical nonsense shapes, and yet 

the whole scene is highly aesthetically pleasing. In Japanese art, there is a long tradition espousing a 

type of aesthetic that idealizes asymmetry [9], a concept that is associated with Zen Buddhism in Japan 

[10]. The “… traditional Japanese aesthetics is an aesthetics of imperfection, insufficiency, 

incompleteness, asymmetry, and irregularity …” [10] p. 88). This aesthetic where asymmetry in both 

art and nature is emphasized is also known as wabi-sabi [11] and Hacko [12]. A cracked ceramic jug, 

or an isolated dilapidated wooden hut, a cloudy sky with asymmetrical misshapen clouds, and 

asymmetrical flower arrangements are considered beautiful (see Figure 1). With human faces, 

attractiveness has been associated with left-right symmetry [13] as well as with asymmetry [14,15].  

Similarly, in biology the evidence points in the direction of heritability of asymmetrical 

characteristics, which judging from the fossil record go back at least 350 million years [16]. Thus, the 

whole issue of symmetry in animals being a critical -component in biological reproductive strategies, 

mate selection, and survival of the species is doubtful [17]. Even in the case of the peacock’s elaborate 

tail, the usefulness of symmetry for reproduction selection has recently been questioned [18,19], and 

equally doubted in other bird species [20]. Bees have been shown to successfully pollinate symmetrical 

as well as asymmetrical flowers [21]. Indeed, the published literature in biology is replete with 

examples of physical and functional asymmetries in animals [16,22]. Clearly then, factors other than 

symmetry also play a role in reproductive strategies.  
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Figure 1. In a Japanese school of aesthetics asymmetry in art or nature is viewed as a 

strong source of beauty. The symmetrical figure in the bottom right panel surely does not 

invite higher aesthetic considerations than those in the remaining panels. The human brain 

with its symbolic and abstract cognition can reflect on the aesthetics of both symmetrical 

and asymmetrical patterns. 

 
 

Fluctuating asymmetry and directional asymmetry are both important concepts in discussions of the 

phenomenon of symmetry in nature [16]. Both types can be inherited and have a genetic basis. 

Fluctuating asymmetry arises from random variations reflecting changes in the environment or in the 

response of the organism to the variation, such as toxins, climate change, food scarcity, and so on. 

These events serve as signals of physical fitness (because they are markers of survival abilities). In this 

view, with regards to attractiveness, the more symmetrical the face, the more attractive it is (that is, the 

greater the fitness). Compared to directional asymmetries, fluctuating asymmetries have mostly a 1:1 

left-right ratio in the population and they are commonly relatively small [16]. Directional asymmetry 

refers to unequal structure size or function, as in handedness, hemispheric specialization, specific brain 

region size, organ placement within the body, or face side size, and the ratios are not 1:1. In fact, they 

are highly skewed. The human brain has evolved strong functional asymmetries (i.e., directional 

asymmetry) that are unique among animals, and they are not due to fluctuating asymmetries. Broadly 

speaking, the main speech and language regions are represented in the left hemisphere, and visuo-

spatial cognition and face recognition are represented mostly in the right hemisphere [23,24]. 
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Numerous other functional brain asymmetries have been reported [25]. A further central and critical 

difference between the brains of animals and humans is the prevalence of symbolic and abstract 

cognition in humans whereas it is nearly absent or minimal in animals [26,27]. The abstract symbolic 

thinking facilitates formation of infinite conceptual combinations (as in language, problem solving, 

insights, future plans, and art production), which explains partially why humans can entertain both 

symmetry and asymmetry as sources of beauty, regardless of whether or not the source is conceptual or 

perceptual [28].  

The empirical focus of this paper is on the issue of symmetry and its relationship to attractiveness in 

human faces. Human faces are left-right asymmetrical with respect to size [29-33], micro-blood supply 

[34,35], and function [14,36-38]. Indeed, physical features in human faces have been found to be 

naturally and normally asymmetrical in numerous studies, whether using X-rays [39] or three-

dimensional morphometric measurements [33,40], or direct measurements [29]. Functional 

asymmetries have also been reported, particularly for smiling [14,41], speaking [42,43], and the 

appearance of beauty [14]. Perfectly bilaterally symmetrical faces created on a computer (not morphed, 

averaged, or digitally smoothed) were judged significantly less attractive than normal faces [15]. Even 

very beautiful faces belonging to fashion models were found to be somewhat asymmetrical [44]. 

Under normal circumstances, bilateral asymmetry in humans, rather than perfect left-right 

symmetry, was fashioned by millions of years of adaptive evolution and it implies perfection, not 

imperfection. One reasonable adaptive evolutionary scenario is that the face of the observer co-evolved 

with the brain of the beholder; as the human brain traded the perfect symmetry of its biological animal 

ancestors and slowly gained functional asymmetry over time, the face, too, gained physical and 

functional asymmetries to match the hemispheric functional specialization of the observer. Of course, 

other parallel evolutionary changes occurred over time as well, including social communication 

through close face-to-face proximity. 

Fundamentally, mating and courtship signals are meant for the brain of the observer of the same 

species. To be effective, the signals need to be decoded by the brain of the observer. We need to 

assume that human-specific cognition enters into the neuronal calculations of human mate selection 

choices. Courtship displays by peacocks, birds of paradise, or butterflies are meaningless as far as 

attracting humans for reproduction, and the same applies to bowerbirds, or swallows, or rabbits, and so 

on. There is simplicity in ease of detection in the case of perceptual symmetry [45,46], without even 

invoking the issue of aesthetics in the brain of the animal observer. While the perceptual simplicity 

allows for detection of deviations arising from, say, bodily parasite invasion, diseases, toxins, 

unsuccessful fights, and can be made by simple brains, the sophisticated, highly evolved asymmetric 

human brain, in contrast, can handle – and does – elaborate communication signals, including multiple 

symbols, metaphors, and cultural considerations. Moreover, the perceptual ease with which symmetry 

is detected has been shown empirically [47,48] suggesting that genetic quality or fitness indicators that 

may be present in symmetry could not be the sole basis for mate selection. Rather, it is the perceptual 

simplicity interpreted by neuronally simple brain. Indeed, the notion that facial symmetry is a marker 

of health in humans has been questioned [49,50]. Although numerous studies with human faces have 

supported the link between attractiveness and symmetry (e.g., [13,51,52]), results in other studies have 

cast doubt on the link [14,15,44,53-56]. In humans, facial fitness indicators are yet to be fully 

understood against the background of general animal biological mate selection displays, in part 
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because of the neuronal uniqueness of the human brain where the signals are interpreted, as well as the 

complexity of human societal, environmental, and cultural conditions (e.g., choice of a mate is 

determined by parents or match-makers) that do not exist in animal cultures, and in part because we do 

not yet have evidence that aesthetic judgment is present in animals. 

We have shown previously that perfectly symmetrical computer constructed faces are rated less 

attractive than normal faces [15]. We wondered if viewing only half of a normal face would also be 

considered less attractive than the full face. A previous study by Scheib and colleagues [55] limited the 

question of hemi-face attractiveness to men’s faces, restricted the ratings only to female participants, 

and focused on the issue of masculinity on the face. In the present study, we used full- and hemi-faces 

of both sexes as stimuli and asked both sexes to provide the attractiveness ratings. We were less 

interested in the appearance of masculinity or in actual physical dimensions of the full-faces (which 

was the interest in the Scheib et al. study [55]), than in determining participants’ behavioral responses 

to the stimuli through attractiveness ratings. In daily life, we all frequently process incomplete visual 

views of faces (regardless of face sex), whether milling through a crowd, walking down a grocery 

aisle, scrutinizing people in a restaurant, or outdoors when blocked sunlight obscures half of the face. 

We have grown accustomed to inferring information from these partial views alone. Here, 

attractiveness ratings of straight head-on full-faces and their vertical hemi-faces were compared (see a 

diagrammatic illustration in Figure 2 and its legend). If facial symmetry spells beauty, then we would 

expect hemi-faces to obtain low attractiveness ratings and we would also expect a low correlation 

between the ratings of the full- and hemi-faces. 

Figure 2. This is a hand-drawn picture illustrating a diagrammatic face. In the experiment, 

photographed faces (in grayscale) were used. The full-faces as well as the hemi-faces (left 

or right) were viewed separately, each by a different group of participants. 
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2. Methods 

2.1. Participants 

The participants were 82 (35 males, 47 females) undergraduate students from introductory 

psychology courses at the University of California, Los Angeles; they participated in the study in 

exchange for partial course credit. Of the 82 subjects, 27 (12 males, 15 females) participated in 

attractiveness rating of the full-faces, 29 different subjects (12 males, 17 females) rated the 

attractiveness of the left hemi-faces, and 26 different subjects (11 males, 15 females) rated the 

attractiveness of the right hemi-faces.  

2.2. Stimuli 

The faces were photographed in our lab or in a studio, under symmetrical lighting conditions, with 

uniform distance from the camera; subjects kept their gaze straight ahead at the camera, maintained 

front view (straight head-on), and had neutral expressions [see 14, 44, 49, 57]. The vertical left and 

right halves of each face were created with Photoshop software by dividing full-faces vertically down 

the facial midline center, after determining the mid-point of the inter-pupillary distance and the center 

of the philtrum in the upper lip (the infranasal groove). The grayscale stimuli consisted of the 56 front 

view full-faces (32 women, 24 men), their 56 right vertical hemi-faces detached from the full-faces as 

well as 56 left vertical hemi-faces (Figure 2 is a graphic illustration of a diagrammatic face and its two 

vertical hemi-faces).  

2.3. Procedures 

Participants were tested individually. The attractiveness rating of full-faces (56 stimuli), left-halves 

(56 stimuli), and right-halves (56 stimuli) was performed by three separate groups of participants (with 

no overlap in group participation). In each presentation set, the stimuli appeared one at a time on the 

computer screen (Macintosh) for exposure duration of 7 seconds each. Stimulus presentation order in a 

given stimulus set was randomized for each participant. Participants entered their ratings directly on 

the computer keyboard while the image (the stimulus) was exposed on the screen; they were instructed 

to rate the attractiveness of the stimulus on a 5-point Likert scale where “1” was not attractive at all 

and “5” was very attractive. 

3. Results  

The principle question concerned differences, if any, between hemi-faces and full-faces with regard 

to attractiveness. The mean attractiveness rating for each face in each of the three stimulus sets (full-

faces, left hemi-faces, right hemi-faces) was calculated. Each stimulus set was viewed by a different 

group of subjects. Absence of any substantial difference between the two halves or between the halves 

and the full-faces emerged: The mean attractiveness rating for full faces was 3.21 (SD = 0.97, range = 

1.33–4.85), the mean attractiveness rating for left hemi-faces was 3.08 (SD = 1.02,  

range = 1.23–4.63), and the mean for right hemi-faces was 3.08 (SD = 0.99, range = 1.58–4.46). 
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Assessing the attractiveness ratings with an ANOVA with a between-subjects factor of Stimulus 

Face (full-face, left hemi-face, right hemi-face) revealed no main effects and no interactions, thus 

showing that the ratings for the three different stimulus sets were not statistically significant  

(F = 0.610, p < 0.543). 

The correlation between the attractiveness ratings of the hemi- and the full-faces was determined as 

well. A robust positive Pearson correlation between the attractiveness ratings of the full-faces and the 

left hemi-faces emerged (r = 0.933, p < 0.0001) as well as between the full-faces and the right hemi-

faces (r = 0.937, p < 0.0001). A graphic illustration of the relationship between the variables of hemi-

faces (on the Y-axis) and the full-faces (on the X-axis) is in the scatter plot with a best-fit line, in 

Figure 3.  

Figure 3. A scatter plot of the attractiveness ratings. The Figure is an illustration of the 

high positive correlation between the attractiveness ratings for the 56 full-faces and their 

56 left hemi-faces and 56 right hemi-faces.  
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4. Discussion 

Each stimulus set (full-faces, left hemi-faces, and right hemi-faces) was viewed by a different group 

of subjects. Hemi-faces of both women’s and men’s faces, regardless of whether they represented the 

left or the right halves, elicited attractiveness ratings not significantly different from full-faces. These 

data are consistent with results where only hemi-faces of men were rated and only female subjects 

participated [55], thus demonstrating that including both women and men, as done here, contributes to 

a balanced understanding of content-wise beauty appearance. One would have expected significantly 

higher ratings for the full-faces than the hemi-faces if bilateral symmetry were a principal component 

of attractiveness. The absence of such a difference in our study highlights the absence of left-right face 

symmetry as a critical factor in facial attractiveness. Indeed, previously, we have reported that 

perfectly symmetrical computer constructed full-faces were judged significantly less attractive than 

normal faces [15]. Moreover, in the present study, the correlation calculation revealed that the higher 

the attractiveness rating for the full-face, the higher the rating for its hemi-faces. Thus, components of 

beauty in both women’s and men’s faces are mostly wholly present in the vertical half of the face.   

Assessing a hemi-face stimulus in a laboratory experiment is not unnatural [see also 55] considering 

that incomplete (obscured) views of faces are part of our normal daily visual experience, be it in a 

theater, restaurant, grocery store, classroom, or outdoors when shadows sometimes hide parts of the 

face. We have grown accustomed to inferring information about faces from these partial views alone. 

Whether or not we mentally “complete” the un-viewed part is a matter of debate and future empirical 

research. As emphasized above, each of the three stimulus sets was observed by a different group of 

subjects. Except for the group that viewed the full-faces, none of those who viewed hemi-faces had the 

benefit of “knowing” the attractiveness of the completed face (when asked informally, participants 

who viewed the hemi-faces commented they did not imagine the other half).  

The notion that symmetry is a critical component in biological fitness advertisement originated with 

discussions of reproductive strategies in animals [7,58], and possibly was inspired by ideas of 

symmetry in physics and mathematics, since in those fields symmetry is considered as something akin 

to perfection. In theoretical physics, symmetry is viewed as the default universal design, and is often 

associated with mental concepts of beauty [1,3]. From the animal biological discussions there has been 

a generalization to human faces, although both symmetry (e.g., [13,52]) and asymmetry [14,15] have 

been linked with beauty, which suggests that perfect left-right symmetry is not critical in this context. 

To understand human reactions to facial attractiveness, we cannot ignore highly evolved human-

specific cognitions, their unique neuroanatomical underpinnings, and their role in human mate 

selection choice (see Introduction). Furthermore, whether or not animals experience beauty-related 

responses to the health-related symmetry they seek in their biological reproduction is not known.  

The bulk of the studies advocating symmetry-equals-beauty in faces used digital morphing and 

averaging thereby erasing all natural physical asymmetries. While such studies have yielded important 

results, obviously they are not useful for zeroing in on the role of symmetry and facial beauty. Studies 

applying digital morphing and averaging commonly report that symmetry and attractiveness are 

positively correlated (e.g., [13,52]), while studies using techniques such as computer constructed left-

left (LL)/right-right (RR) faces find that bilateral symmetry is not relevant to attractiveness [14,15,44, 

53,54,57,59,60]. Neither approach is ideal since both deal with stationary faces in photographs. 
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Morphing and averaging techniques also erase skin blotches, imperfections, moles, or discoloration, 

and thereby exaggerate facial attractiveness. The LL/RR approach allows natural structural 

asymmetries to remain in place.  

Biological adaptive pressures sharpen the type, kind, and direction of reproductive fitness 

advertisements [16,61]. Sexually dimorphic traits in animals, such as long tails in peacocks (males) are 

examples of external traits developed in response to adaptive pressures associated with sexual and 

mate selection. Hormonal levels in both males and females also play a role in mate selection [62] and 

this extends to humans as well [63-65]. In all of these cases, displays are not random collections of 

signals. Rather, they are in large part expressions of the brain of both the displayer and of the 

observing potential mate [66,67], its evolutionary development over time, and many other different 

levels of adaptations. Even in the case of predators, there is a cost to the prey of having perfectly 

symmetrical coloration; the symmetry allows for easy detection by the predator [68]. With humans 

multiplicity of factors likely enter into selection of a mate for purposes of reproduction, with perfect 

facial symmetry not being a critical factor, since it would seem that an asymmetrical portion of the 

face, namely its hemi-face, displays beauty-related markers. In animals such as bees, where there is a 

high proportion of attraction to symmetrical flower shapes, there is also attraction to flowers with 

asymmetrical features without detrimental consequences to their reproductive biology [21]. Again, 

even here, we do not know if aesthetics is part of the biological formula for the attraction. 

Furthermore, the presence of asymmetry in facial expressions did not originate with humans. 

Several studies of non-human primates have shown and discussed facial asymmetries in monkeys 

[69,70], marmosets [71], and chimpanzees [72], all of which can be viewed as precursors to human 

brain functional and anatomical asymmetries, as well as the beginnings of the co-evolution of human 

face and brain. Indeed, there is a myriad of behavioral asymmetries in animals (reviewed by 

Vallortigara and Rogers [73]), and those could not have developed without the brain of the perceiver 

being neuronally wired-up to perceive them. 

Other aspects of faces that might influence mate selection in humans have been discussed [74-76]. 

In addition, several face studies addressing the issue of attraction and human mate selection have 

emphasized the importance of sex-related dimorphism and human facial symmetry [14,77,78], 

averaged (digitally morphed) faces and symmetry [79], and facial masculinity and symmetry [55,63]. 

On balance, it would appear that both symmetry and asymmetry are features of the human face 

regardless of whether or not beauty is involved, and regardless of their relevance to mate selection.  

The hallmark of human cognition compared to other animals, including non-human primates, is 

major reliance on symbolic, abstract, metaphorical thinking [27,28,80], and we cannot ignore that this 

type of cognition plays a substantial part in human mate choice. In normal face-on conversation, 

signals in the left half of the owner’s face are processed initially in the observer’s left hemisphere (via 

the owner’s right visual field) and signals from the right half of the owner’s face are initially processed 

in the observer’s right hemisphere (via the left visual field) [14]; strong functional asymmetry and 

specialization in the left and right cerebral hemispheres characterize the human brain. While sexual 

selection, mate selection, and health-related reproduction in biology serve as guiding tools for research 

into human facial beauty, they alone cannot explain human facial attractiveness and the role it plays in 

human mate choice. This notion is supported by unique features in the human brain compared to other 

animals, as well as lack of evidence for aesthetic responses in animals. Indeed, the issue of aesthetic 
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experience in animals remains an enigma. Hence, human-specific cognition (e.g., symbolic, 

metaphorical, abstract) and how it is related to aesthetic responses should be considered as a factor in 

mate selection choice. In all, when applied to normal human physical form, directional asymmetry (see 

in Introduction) in its various manifestation spells biological adaptive perfection. 

5. Conclusions 

While symmetry serves as a source of beauty in many scholarly domains, it is not an exclusive 

source of beauty-related responses in humans. Multiple sources give rise to aesthetic reactions, 

including asymmetrical features, be they in faces, art, nature scenery, or various intellectual domains. 

It is proposed that the fact that humans experience multiple beauty responses stems from major 

sophisticated symbolic and abstract cognition supported by the human brain. Indeed, aesthetics may be 

a uniquely human cognition; we do not yet have evidence that animals experience aesthetic responses, 

even when they selectively respond to symmetry in successful reproductive strategies. We need to 

consider that regardless of the origin and logic of symmetry in nature, the neuronal arrangements in the 

human brain support a wide range of positive and negative aesthetic responses independently of 

whether or not symmetry is perceptually or conceptually present, and independently of any 

relationship to mate selection strategies in the case of faces. 
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